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 by Phil Roeder   

La Cantinetta 

"In the Center of the Old Fish Market, Tradition

& Attractiveness"

In the center of piazza Gregorio da Rimini, the heart of early evening night

life, La Cantinetta an eclectic pub-wine bar very popular with people of all

ages, has been open for several months. Little tables outside, good wine,

good beer, and very good puff-pastry snacks have drawn many visitors

from the very beginning. The location in particular and the fact that it is

among the largest in the square has made it the reference point before

going to the discotheque and for midweek aperitifs. Particularly in

summer, try sipping a good light wine accompanied by a piadina (grilled

bread topped with salami or cheese) at the little wooden tables outside.

 +39 0541 5 4499  Piazza Gergorio da Rimini 3, Rimini

 by Marler   

Capogiro 

"Master Cocktails"

If you are looking to spend the evening in the company of good friends

and well-crafted cocktails then Capogiro is your place to be. Specialty

Caribbean cocktails are their unique proposition, however appetizers and

a delicious buffet spread are also available to delight your tastebuds. This

charming place is open till the wee hours of dawn and you can just relax

and unwind or simply groove to the dance beats. Capogiro is a nice place

to go, to have an overall good time.

 +39 3337959984  capogirorimini@gmail.com  Viale Paolo Mantegazza 1, Rimini

 by vauvau   

Rose & Crown 

"An Old Pub"

The oldest of the lot, Rose&Crown pub is second to none in Rimini. There

are just too many likable things about the club. To start with, the authentic

English menu comes with a dash of Italian influence. The breakfast menu

comprises of the traditional Indian eggs and bacon. Besides, some of the

spaghettis, raviollis and pork dishes here are totally delectable. Although

the restaurant entails a rather peaceful and calm atmosphere, when there

are live performances held, it could put some of the most happening

nightclubs to shame. Don't forget to try variety of beers that the bar has

on offer.

 +39 0541 39 1398  www.roseandcrown.it/  info@roseandcrown.it  Viale Regina Elena 2, Piazza

Tripoli, Rimini
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